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Lezione Magistrale: PRL function and 
training

Gary Rubin, PhD
UCL Institute of Ophthalmology
Moorfields Eye Hospital

In the words of a prominent British ophthalmologist

“Conducting a clinical trial on 
eccentric viewing training 
makes about as much sense as 
conducting a trial for aspirin. We 
know it works” 

DO WE KNOW IT WORKS?

Macular Society (UK) Commissioned Review of Eccentric 
Viewing Training (EVT)

• Identified 34 studies over the past 25years
• In the reviewers’ opinion, most of the evidence was of low 

quality / high risk of bias
– Small number of participants
– Not randomly assigned to treatment groups
– No control groups
– Evaluator not masked to treatment assignment

Nevertheless

• Eccentric viewing training (EVT) is successfully used in Sweden, 
other parts of Europe, USA and the Middle East

• UK is the EXCEPTION!
• So why is there any uncertainty about the value of EVT?

– Majority of newly diagnosed low vision patients with AMD develop an 
eccentric fixation locus, WITHOUT TRAINING, in under 6 months

– Those who are unaware that they are eccentrically fixating show the most 
complete adaptation to the loss of central vision. But training leads to 
awareness and may interfere with adaptation 

What does the evidence tell us?  3 important factors

• Location?
– Left vs Right; Up vs Down

• Fixation stability
– BCEA

• Saccade efficiency
– Perceptual span

Development of Preferred Retinal Locus in Patients with MD 
(Crossland, et al 2005)

• Prospective observational 
study of 25 patients with 
newly diagnosed bilateral 
MD

• PRL measured with SLO 
and eye tracker

• All developed a PRL by 6 
months

• 11 had multiple PRLs
• Those who were unaware 

of PRL shift were the best 
readers.

Example of 2 PRLs. S = scotoma, Pn = PRLn, 
Red cross = primary fixation locus
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PRL Location

• 40. Untrained patients
– 49% left
– 28% below
– 18 right
– 5% above

• Reading rate not associated 
with PRL location
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Compensating for Fixation Instability with Eye Tracker 
(Macedo, 2010)

Compensation for Fixation Instability Improves Reading 
Speed
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Eye Movements in Patients with AMD

Good control of saccades Poor control of saccades

Eye Movement Efficiency Predicts Reading Speed
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EFFECT: Eccentric Fixation From Enhanced Clinical Training

• Funded by Fight for Sight (UK)
• Multi-arm RCT

– Standard  optom-led hospital-based (no EVT)
– Active control: Supervised practice without training
– PRL training (including steady-eye strategy)
– TRL training
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Study Details

• Inclusion criteria
– AMD diagnosis (wet or dry; treated or untreated)
– VA worse than 0.5 in better eye
– Dense central scotoma (Nidek MP-1)

• Exclusion criteria
– Other eye disease  (mild cataract ok)
– Other co-morbidity that would interfere with testing
– Substantial cognitive impairment
– Previous EVT (previous LVA ok)

Outcome Measures

• Primary
– Massof Activity Inventory (MAI)
– Baseline, exit, 6 months, 12 months

• Rasch scoring anchored to Massof low vision data
• Data stacked

• Secondary (all at 6 months)
– Reading speed with MNREAD and IReST
– Reading comprehension with Morgan
– Fixation stability with MP-1

No Change in Activity Inventory No Change in Reading Speed

Possible Reasons for No Effect

• We did training wrong
– Too little training (3 hours)
– Wrong kind of training (certified by expert)
– Wrong kind of trainer (optometrist)

• We measured the wrong outcomes
– Reading comprehension; not speed
– Other activities; not reading

• Training only useful for some LV patients
– Best before other low vision aids
– Best early in rehab process

Seiple et a, IOVS, 2011

• Compared 3 training methods in AMD
– Eccentric viewing training
– Reading eye movement training
– Reading practise with RSVP

• Only eye movement training was 
beneficial
– Improvement of 27 wpm
– Other methods showed a small decrease 

in wpm
• Limitations

– Only 10 subjects/group
– 18 training sessions/participant
– Requires visits to clinic for training
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Scanlan & Cuddeford, JVIB, 2004

• RCT comparing conventional 1 hour 
instruction to extended 5 hours 
instruction

• Patients (N=64)
– VA 0.3 to  0.05
– All prescribed spectacle-mounted 

high plus lenseS
– Reading speed with Pepper Test

• No difference in reading speeds at baseline
• Significant improvement for extended 

training group at Week 5 (37 wpm vs 22 
wpm)

• Benefit maintained to Week 12

Nilsson et al, Vision Researcn,2003

• 20 patients with AMD
– Large central scotomas
– Poor acuity (0.04 – 0.005)
– All prescribed spectacle-

mounted high plus lenses 
– Average of 5hrs training

• Reading speed
– Improved from 3 to 78 wpm
– EVT group after training similar to 

EFFECT group before training
Vision 
2005

Conclusions

• We were unable to demonstrate a benefit to patients for  eccentric 
viewing training 

• Despite the positive response of patients and trainers to EVT, the 
evidence does not support its widespread use.

• Continuing to investigate whether there are subgroups of patients or 
other circumstances that would favor the routine provision of EVT 
but in the meantime we don’t “know that it works”
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